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entrepreneurship

requires stamina
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ne of our guiding principles as entrepreneurs has always been, “Where there’s a
will, there’s a way.” What that succinct
phrase hints at without expressly stating is that
creating and running a business demands entrepreneurial spirit. Spirit is sustained by purpose,
by unshakable vision.
When that fire is ignited within you, no obstacles are insurmountable. If any group of people
understands tenacity and resilience, it’s indigenous people. When indigenous strength and resolve are channeled through business, it fosters
economic empowerment across Indian Country. Thriving businesses not only create economic and employment opportunities,
they dismantle poverty consciousness and awaken hope. They
foster healthy Native communities and revive our innate sense of
self-sufficiency and self-determination.
As longtime entrepreneurs ourselves, we created Native Business to spotlight and aggregate those business visionaries, innovators, leaders and disruptors driving progress across Indian
Country. Native Business shares stories of ingenuity and success
from Tribes, Alaska Native Corporations and Native businesspeople. Native Business gives voice to multiple levels of business in
Indian Country, both internally and externally. Through content
and events that bring tools, resources and people together, we encourage and build bridges to business relationships. We also tell
the inspiring stories of startups. We’re a platform for budding and
emerging entrepreneurs to share their ambitions and dreams.
Native Business is our dream. As a husband-and-wife team,
we’ve partnered to launch and operate multiple entrepreneurial
ventures. We’ve also forged paths individually; Gary in the financial, economic development, nonprofit and entertainment sectors,
and Carmen in the nonprofit sector. As the Executive Editor of Native Business, Carmen determines editorial coverage and refines
the focus of every article.
It was important to us to join forces on a legacy business that
speaks to our greatest shared passion. That passion is empowering Native business and entrepreneurship. Native Business is more
than a multi-media company. What we do is provide critical news
coverage across 26 sectors of business in Indian Country online
at NativeBusinessMag.com. We aspire to represent and provide
nuanced reporting on all sectors of business. We release exclusive print content through Native Business Magazine, with themed
monthly issues ranging from Energy to Innovation and Technology to Health, Wellness and Beauty. The publication touches on
up to 16 sections, such as Corporate Diversity and The Future. The
editorial component of this “teaser” or promotional issue offers a
glimpse of what our magazine will deliver each month. Every week,
we provide a video news wrap-up and an e-newsletter. Our annual
event Native Business Summit turns up the volume on the conversations that have peaked your curiosity or merit attention surrounding business and economic development.

What we’ve learned through decades of entrepreneurial experience is that building a business is different than running it.
Sustainable business leadership requires more than logistics and
streamlining processes for maximum efficiency. Operating a business that continuously grows into a better and better version of itself demands commitment and attention. Beyond that, a business
needs a pulse. The vision is the heartbeat of a business.
We don’t intend to tread this path alone. A shared vision and mission gives a business wings. Like the spirt of the eagle, we are flying
a courageous path that endeavors to unite Native businesspeople
who recognize the power of solidarity. We believe Indian Country
thrives when Native businesses and entrepreneurs collaborate. We
recognize the domino effect of one entrepreneur serving as a mentor or role model to another. When you rise, we rise. We aim to cultivate a collective voice and bring together as many thought leaders and subject matter experts as possible to advance prosperity in
Indian Country through economic development. We’re passionate
about what entrepreneurship and business success can do for Indian Country. We have no doubt that, collectively, we can redefine
entrepreneurial and economic potential across even the most impoverished Native, Pueblo and indigenous communities.
In addition to cultivating synergy within Indian Country, we
recognize the potential in growing the influence of Native businesses and entrepreneurs beyond our borders. We’re in the process
of building partnerships with major corporations that recognize
that tribal and indigenous businesses are the future. We are investing our personal resources, time and energy into Native Business,
because growing prosperity across Indian Country motivates us to
stay the course.

We invite
you to
join us
on the
journey!
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GARY & CARME
LAUNCH ‘NATIVE
To Shine a LighT on economic
DeveLopmenT & enTrepreneurShip
in inDian counTry
by

Native busiNess staff

A wealth of ingenuity and strategic planning for economic growth
exists across Indian Country. Yet these stories and blueprints for
economic success are often bucketed and contained within their
communities.
All of Indian Country, and prospective business partners and
investors, could benefit from access to that knowledge and
insight. Too much potential lies dormant in Indian Country.

“The media platform will be an aggregation of that
inspiration, motivation and conversation—to get it out
of those silos and bring it to the masses, so ultimately,
Indian Country does better,” Gary said.
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Native Business, the latest venture from Gary and Carmen
Davis, stands to flip the switch on that paradigm.

ENDAVIS
E BUSINESS’

FEATURE

“We need to lift each other up. To lift other Native businesses
up,” Carmen added.
Publishers Gary and Carmen Davis are no strangers to entrepreneurial pursuits. Together, they’ve successfully launched multiple
businesses as a husband-and-wife team, including: Red Vinyl Records, Litefoot Enterprises, Litefoot Entertainment Group, Native
Style® Clothing and Davis Strategy Group.
“We’re also the audience,” Gary noted. “We want to maintain
that finger-on-the-pulse of what’s happening in business in Indian
Country. We want other folks tuned
into that pulse as well, so that we can
all grow together.”
Native Business will report across 26
sectors of business in Indian Country
via its website, NativeBusinessMag.
com; a monthly print publication, Native Business Magazine; a weekly video
news wrap-up; and an e-newsletter.
“Native Business will be the trusted
resource for everything that happens
with economic development in Indian Country,” Gary said. “It’s the go-to
source for news about opportunity
and innovation in business and enterprise development among our tribal
nations, Native businesses, Alaska Native Corporations and entrepreneurs.”
Beyond covering the latest and
greatest news, Native Business will
profile visionary business leaders,
innovators and industry disruptors
making waves in Indian Country. “Native Business is also the place to find
the greatest talent for corporate diversity and to source business
opportunity within Indian Country,” Gary added.
“The Future,” a core section of the online platform and print
publication, will feature young, up-and-coming and emerging entrepreneurs. “As we build this, we see a need for future generations
to have a resource like Native Business that sustains them,” Carmen said.
Native Business will channel the incredible energy created
through its leading-edge content into dynamic annual events. The

A

first Native Business Summit kicks off in May and will serve as a
catalyst for new ideas, business relationships and opportunities. It
will act a spring board for discovering leads and job possibilities,
establishing business partnerships and landing potential investments.
“We’re going to take that energy and send it through the roof,”
Gary said. “At our annual Native Business Summits, you’ll have the
opportunity to build upon those conversations in NativeBusinessMag.com and Native Business Magazine. You’ll get to interact with
our subject matter experts and dive
deeper into relevant and trending
topics across a diverse array of business sectors. You’ll hear from leaders
of tribal enterprises, corporations and
people interested in doing business
with Indian Country and advancing
economic development.”
For Gary and Carmen, expanding
the conversation beyond the somewhat insular community of Indian
Country is critical to driving progress.
“It’s vital to remove a lot of the anomaly and ambiguity about business
opportunity in Indian Country,” Gary
said.
“We need partners. We need allies,”
Carmen added.
Success stories shared in Native
Business will also serve as a primer for
planning and implementing solutions
for economic diversification. “We have
to find ways to cut the dependency on
things that have stifled and stagnated
Indian Country,” Gary said. “Native Business represents one of the
most traditional values of our people—to be self-sufficient and
self-sustaining. Native Business serves to help strengthen tribal
and individual sovereignty.”
While Gary and Carmen aren’t blind to the challenges encountered by other media publications focused on Indian Country,
they’re confident in their imminent success. “This is a legacy business. This is a legacy publication. These are legacy events,” Gary
said.

sense of purpose is deeply embedded in the culture of Native Business™ by its founders and publishers,
Gary (Cherokee Nation) and Carmen (Makah Nation) Davis. The husband-and-wife team have
partnered on multiple businesses and successful entrepreneurial ventures, including: Red Vinyl Records,
Litefoot Enterprises, Litefoot Entertainment Group, Native Style® Clothing, and Davis Strategy Group.
Each company has served as a catalyst to promote and advance Indian Country. The pair have facilitated
comprehensive national community outreach programs and an array of cross sector business opportunities
ranging from acquisitions, casino gaming, land development, energy and pharmaceutical initiatives.
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PURPOSE & APPROACH
Gary and Carmen Davis launched their new multimedia company, Native Business, aimed at promoting and advancing Native
American business, entrepreneurship and economic development.
Native Business intends to accomplish this through its digital and
print publications by featuring news, success stories, promoting
best practices and informing readers about the latest business
trends. Native Business will further empower enterprises and entrepreneurs across Indian Country by providing video and podcast
tools to motivate and inspire new generations of Native entrepre-

THE VISION
Native Business Magazine empowers, informs, and inspires Native
business and entrepreneurship. Our focus is always on providing
tools, resources, attention, and insights to Native American Tribes,
always with a business perspective.
We want every issue to be an invaluable resource to Native entrepreneurs and Tribal business leaders. We want to share success
stories, provide information, and spark ideas for new entrepreneurial pursuits.
We want our website to drive discussion and provide timely updates on the latest news from Indian country and on issues that
impact Indian country. In so doing, we will equip Tribes and Native

THE MISSION
Native Business is forward-thinking. We spotlight innovation in
business, inspiring change agents and sparking creativity throughout Indian Country.
Native Business champions those who dare to rise. We tell the
inspiring stories of startups and emerging entrepreneurs. We take
a close look at the disruptors—people shaking up their industry,
flipping the script, and challenging established norms.
Native Business drives the conversation. Thought-provoking
interviews showcase passion, deliberation, and leadership by businesses across Indian Country.
Native Business promotes corporate diversity. By enabling Native people through our forthcoming Native Business Connect
online business community, we give corporations the tools to hire
Native Americans to fill their ranks and source business opportunities to Native owned businesses. Our coverage of news related to
corporate supplier diversity and corporate diversity hiring across
Indian Country will provide corporate diversity executives a “finger on the pulse” perspective dramatically underrepresented in
corporate America today. Through our coverage of corporate diversity news and by providing corporate diversity executives access

neurs by sharing the wisdom of various business thought leaders.
In addition to engaging readers and creating new conversations
with its magazine, beginning in May of 2019, Native Business will
also present the Native Business Summit which will bring together Tribal and Alaska Native leadership, featured speakers, thought
leaders, informative breakout sessions, a business trade show and
plenty of networking. Through its various platforms, Native Business will shine a spotlight on the best that Indian Country has to
offer and assist Tribes, Alaska Native Corporations and Native business leaders with growing opportunity for future generations of
Native people.

Nations to adapt and respond to changing business landscapes and
new innovations.
We want our events to be informative gatherings where Native
business leaders can share their successes, network with other
businesses, and help each other enhance their self-sufficiency and
economic development enterprises.
We want to shine a light on success, self-sufficiency, and sustainability by indigenous people across North America. We share
inspiring stories of ingenuity, success and resiliency from Tribes,
Alaska Native Corporations and native businesspeople. We aim
to bring people and resources together. Our goal is to help native
businesses thrive, and to encourage and strengthen business relationships worldwide.

to Native Business Connect member businesses, we make the case
that corporate America should be more successful than ever when
it comes to hiring Native Americans and sourcing business opportunities to Tribes, Alaska Native Corporations and qualified Native
American businesses — helping them consistently meet their diversity goals in Indian Country.
Native Business drives wealth creation. By giving Native business leaders new tools and insights to efficiently run their businesses, Native Business helps them increase profitability and run
better enterprises.
Native Business inspires professional development. We stand
by the belief that Native businesses and entrepreneurs are capable of the extraordinary. In line with that sentiment, our content
serves to drive continuous learning and innovation. As you evolve,
expand and grow your business, we want to be a force that drives
positive change.
Native Business delivers value. We empower and inspire native business and entrepreneurship across media platforms. Our
website, magazine, video, podcast, e-newsletter, social media and
forthcoming online business community, Native Business Connect, give life to our purpose.
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ADVERTISING PLATFORMS
ONLINE

PRINT

Our website, NativeBusinessMag.com,
is your daily source for business news
in Indian Country. By providing timely
news and features on businesses and
the external forces that impact them,
NativeBusinessMag.com is a one-stop
shop for what you need to know, and a
resource you find valuable enough to visit
daily.

Our print publication, Native Business
Magazine, dives deeper. We address the
big questions and things that you need to
know to innovate and lead and learn how
native businesses thrive today. We hope
you will await every new issue for the
insights it contains, and will revisit them
regularly for the knowledge it gives. Our
November 2018 inaugural issue will be
distributed across Indian Country.

SOCIAL
MEDIA

VIDEO
Our “This Week In Native Business"
videos deliver the week’s most
important news to you in a live, fun, and
conversational format. Through regular
news roundups, interviews, and how-to
segments, our Native Business video series
will be an additional resource providing
you with information to help grow your
business and stay on top of best practices
and innovation.

Our social media handles are interactive and engaging, creating dialogues and sharing bite-sized pieces of
information so you never miss something that might be helpful.

@nativebusinessmagazine

@nativebizmag

@nativebusinessmagazine

@nativebizmag

NEWSLETTER

EVENTS

Our e-newsletter packages the most important news of the week
and drops it straight in your inbox. If you aren’t able to visit
NativeBusinessMag.com every day (and we hope you will), our
e-newsletter will give you a quick update of what you need to know,
why it’s important, and how you can use it.

Native Business events will be designed to generate opportunity.
Native Business will host an annual Native Business Summit,
designed for tribal and business leaders, entrepreneurs and industry
experts to connect and collaborate.

Connect with dynamic news and information, thought leaders and more on our Native Business Podcast which
keeps you informed on today’s unique perspectives on business across Indian Country. Each show offers the
opportunity to immerse yourself into relevant conversations for leaders driving business forward. Listen to
episodes of the Native Business Podcast on iTunes, Stitcher, Spotify and Google Play.

For more information contact Yvonne Schaaf, Advertising & Event Director, P: 425.616.2702 E: yvonne@nativebusinessmag.com
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EDITORIAL CALENDAR
JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

ISSUE THEME:

ISSUE THEME:
Business &
Community Infrastructure

ISSUE THEME:

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

ISSUE THEME:

ISSUE THEME:

Gaming

ISSUE THEME:
Native Business 50
(Annual Listing of the
Top 50 Native Businesses)

Arts &
Entertainment

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

ISSUE THEME:

ISSUE THEME:

ISSUE THEME:

Tourism, Agriculture
& Natural Resources

Health, Wellness
& Beauty

Innovation &
Technology

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

ISSUE THEME:

ISSUE THEME:

ISSUE THEME:

Corporate
Diversity

Entrepreneurship

Finance

Energy

(Including Construction, Insurance,
Housing, Utilities, Broadband, Human
Resources, Accounting & Legal)

Federal
Contracting

For more information contact Yvonne Schaaf, Advertising & Event Director, P: 425.616.2702 E: yvonne@nativebusinessmag.com
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PRINT + DIGITAL RATES
6 MO. INSERTION

12 MO. INSERTION

$8,500

$7,650

$6,850

Back Inside Cover

$7,000

$6,300

$5,600

Front Inside Cover

$7,000

$6,300

$5,600

Full Page

$6,000

$5,400

$4,800

Half Page

$4,500

$4,050

$3,600

Quarter Page

$3,000

$2,700

$2,400

WEBSITE - DIGITAL

TYPE

SPECS

RATE

DURATION

Native Business Website

Welcome/Overlay Ad

Responsive

$5,000

2 Weeks

Leaderboard

1085 x 175

$5,000

1 Month

Standard Rectangle

970 x 250

$3,000

1 Month

Standard Rectangle 2

970 x 250

$2,000

1 Month

Side Vertical

300 x 600

$2,000

1 Month

Advertiser Video Ad

900 x 600

$5,000

1 Month

Targeted Channel

Leaderboard

1085 x 175

$3,000

1 Month

(Select from 16 Sections
and 25 sectors)

Standard Rectangle

970 x 250

$2,000

1 Month

Side Vertical

300 x 600

$1,000

1 Month

Advertiser Video Ad

900 x 600

$4,000

1 Month

Standard Rectangle

565 x 100

$2,000

1 Month

PRINT

SINGLE INSERTION

Back Cover

(10% Discount)

(20% Discount)

(NativeBusinessMag.com only)
Home Page

Newsletter

(Four newsletters per month)

SPONSORSHIP

TYPE

RATE

DURATION

Native Business Podcast

Verbal Sponsor Recognitions - 3x

$2,000

1 Month

Sponsor logo - Video Intro & Outro

$2,000

1 Month

(Four podcasts per month)
This Week In Native Business
- Videos

(Four episodes per month)

For more information contact Yvonne Schaaf, Advertising & Event Director, P: 425.616.2702 E: yvonne@nativebusinessmag.com
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TERMS + CONDITIONS
The following are certain terms and conditions governing advertising published in Native Business magazine (the “Magazine”). Submission
of insertion order for placement of advertising in the Magazine constitutes acceptance of the following terms and conditions. No terms or
conditions in any insertion orders, instructions or documents other than this Rate Card will be binding on Native Business, LLC (“Publisher”)
unless Publisher agrees to such terms and conditions in writing.
1. AGENCY COMMISSION AND PAYMENT
Submission of insertion order by advertising agency on behalf of advertiser constitutes agency’s agreement to pay all invoices for placement
of advertising in the Magazine pursuant to such insertion order. Notwithstanding the foregoing, submission of insertion order constitutes
agreement that advertiser guarantees prompt and full payment for such advertising in the event of material default by agency. Agency and
advertiser are jointly and severally liable for the payment of all invoices arising from placement of advertising in the Magazine.
Agency commission (or equivalent): fifteen percent (15%) of gross advertising space charges, payable only to recognized agents.
Invoices are due upon receipt. Advertiser agrees to remit payment of the invoice in full upon receipt. Payments not received within thirty (30)
days will constitute a breach of the agreement.
In the event of nonpayment, the Publisher reserves the right to hold the advertiser and advertising agency jointly responsible for the payment of advertising without commission and to withhold any advertising that has been placed, and the advertiser and advertising agency
agree to pay all collection costs, reasonable attorney fees and interest at a rate of 1.5% per month (not to exceed the lawful maximum of any
state) if it becomes necessary to place account with collectors.
No agency commission is payable, and Publisher will not grant any discounts, on production charges. Any discounts received by advertiser on
advertising space charges may not be applied to production charges.
If advertiser retains Publisher to design and make ready for production their advertisement(s), the advertiser agrees to provide Publisher
with all design materials one (1) business week prior to Publishers ad space deadline. No exceptions will be allowed. Payment in full must be
received by the Publisher prior to the commencement of any design and/or production work for advertiser. No agency commission is payable, and Publisher will not grant any discounts, on production or design charges. Any discounts received by advertiser on advertising space
charges may not be applied to production or design charges.
2. CANCELLATION AND CHANGES
Publisher expressly reserves the right to reject or cancel for any reason at any time any insertion order or advertisement without liability,
even if previously acknowledged or accepted.
Advertisers may not cancel orders for, or make changes in, advertising after the closing dates of the Magazine. Verbal cancellations are not
acceptable under any conditions. The rates and conditions of advertising in the Magazine are subject to change without notice.
3. PUBLISHER’S LIABILITY
Publisher is not liable for any failure or delay in printing, publishing, or circulating any copies of the issue of the Magazine in which advertising
is placed pursuant to an insertion order that is caused by, or arising from, an act of God, accident, fire, strike, terrorism or other occurrence
beyond Publisher’s control.
Publisher is not liable for any failure or delay in publishing in the Magazine any advertisement submitted to it. Publisher does not guarantee
positioning of advertisements in the Magazine, is not liable for failure to meet positioning requirements and is not liable for any error in key
numbers.
The liability of Publisher for any act, error or omission for which it may be held legally responsible shall not exceed the cost of the advertising
space affected by the error. In no event shall Publisher be liable for any indirect, consequential, special or incidental damages, including, but
not limited to, lost income or profits.
4. MISCELLANEOUS
Advertising agency and advertiser each represents and warrants that each advertisement submitted by it for publication in the Magazine
contains no copy, illustrations, photographs, text or other content that may result in any claim against Publisher. Advertising agency and
advertiser each shall indemnify and hold harmless Publisher from and against any damages and related expenses (including attorneys’ fees)
arising from the content of advertisements, including, but not limited to, claims of invasion of privacy, unauthorized use of names or pictures
of living persons, trademark infringement, copyright infringement, libel and misrepresentation.
Publisher’s acceptance of an advertisement for publication in the Magazine does not constitute an endorsement of the product or service
advertised.
No advertiser or agency may use the Magazine’s name or logo without Publisher’s prior written permission for each such use.
The word “advertisement” will be placed above all advertisements that, in Publisher’s opinion, resembles editorial matter.
This agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the state of Washington without regard to its conflicts of
laws provisions. Any civil action or proceeding arising out of or related to this agreement shall be brought in the courts of record of the state
of Washington in King County or the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Washington. Each advertiser and its agency consents to
the jurisdiction of such courts and waives any objection to the laying of venue of any such civil action or proceeding in such courts.
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